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These listening sessions are designed to effectively gain 

input on facility and district issues.

Listening Session with the Community

STEP 1:  Outline of Needs

A series of questions are asked (one 

by one) to the group and they are 

asked to respond by writing on a 

“sticky’ note.  After each question, 

the “sticky” notes are gathered, read 

out loud and discussed (as needed) 

and placed on a large sheet of paper 

representing the question asked.
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Listening Session with the Community

What great things are happening in 

the Brainerd Schools?

What are our biggest challenges 

facing the Brainerd Schools?

What would you like the Headlines to be of the 

newspaper 10 years from now about the 

Brainerd Schools?
What can the business community do 

for the school district?

What advice would you give to the 

decision makers?

Example Questions…

What are our biggest facility needs?

How can we improve facilities and 

enhance education?



Outline of Needs

-Questions and Results-
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What great things are happening in the 
Brainerd Schools? (#) = Quantity of Similar Type Responses

■ Dedicated staff – teachers (10)

■ Neighborhood school – small size – heart of the community (5)

■ Close-knit, community-based school with family atmosphere (4)

■ Small class sizes (3)

■ Teachers know, love and care for the students at Harrison (2) 

■ Safe place for kids – they trust the staff

■ Warm environment, friendly staff, committed families and 

children who soar to success

■ Harrison is very important to neighborhood kids

■ Quality education

■ Hawks pride

■ Generations of families go here

■ Strong elementary schools
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What great things are happening in the 
Brainerd Schools?
■ Community-minded

■ Great parents

■ Strong school board

■ Great, strong principal

■ Location, location, location
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What are our biggest challenges facing the 
Brainerd schools? (#) = Quantity of Similar Type Responses

■ Generational poverty – one of the highest levels of poverty 

in the state (5)

■ Low income families (4)

■ Job market– lack of good paying jobs – no industry (4)

■ Mental health issues (2)

■ Financial - lack of money (2)

■ Single parent families trying to make a go at life (2)

■ Substance abuse (2)

■ Keeping up with technology and security needs (2)

■ Aging community and more conservative

■ Unemployment

■ Community support

■ Community perception
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What are our biggest challenges facing the 
Brainerd schools?
■ City and School District disinvestment

■ Fixed income households

■ High taxes

■ Seniors having trouble financially

■ Lack of transportation

■ Medical insurance needs

■ Getting parents involved with schools

■ Lack of a strong middle class

■ Family disconnect

■ Seasonal – unstable work

■ Uneducated parents

■ Past issues with referendum
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What are our biggest challenges facing the 
Brainerd schools?
■ Mental and social health issues with children in class

■ Fear of the unknown – political and financial

■ Busing

■ Lunch times and breakfast

■ Tourist town

■ Food – free lunch

■ Parents don’t have time to invest in their children’s 

education

■ Assistance program is broken

■ Priorities – sports vs. academics

■ Sidewalks – walkable communities

■ Providing year-round safe places for neighborhood kids
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What are the biggest challenges facing 
Harrison Elementary? (#) = Quantity of Similar Type 

Responses

■ Lack of space (8)

■ ADA compliance - no handicap accessibility (4)

■ Security (3)

■ Not enough classrooms (2)

■ Funding (2)

■ Gym too small – we have 2 classes in the gym at a time (2)

■ Age of the building (2)

■ Space – classroom size (2)

■ Cafeteria is too small (2) 

■ Library is too small (2)

■ Tight space with growing maintenance needs (2) 

■ Finances
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What are the biggest challenges facing 
Harrison Elementary?
■ Community representation

■ Space for support staff

■ Need more special education staff

■ We have no spaces for students to meet

■ Enrollment

■ Funds to build capacity for special/alternative education 

methods

■ Programs for parents are super crowded

■ Poor air quality

■ Community financial challenges

■ Wide variety of needs to meet

■ SPED #’s rising rapidly

■ No computer lab
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What are the biggest challenges facing 
Harrison Elementary?

■ Socio-economic diversity

■ Rapidly changing technology

■ We are teaching environmental sustainability and throwing 
lunch trays away in schools where we don’t have facilities 
to wash them

■ Getting “vacationers” to support our schools

■ Is there an accurate understanding of what is needed to 
educate our children 15 years from now?

■ Elevator needed

■ Trust of community

■ Too focused on the sports programs - Apply more focus to 
academics

■ No parking

■ Keeping the school in the neighborhood

■ Need area for child pick-up and drop-off
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What are the biggest challenges facing 
Harrison Elementary?

■ No air conditioning

■ Special education needs – too many stairs for wheelchairs

■ Getting public support

■ Keeping the small school feel while adding room

■ High cost of transportation

■ Land locked

■ Full time nursing staff

■ Shared lockers

■ Music room is very small

■ Keep music and physical education classes

■ Playground needs help

■ Are we positioned for population growth?

■ No sick room
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What advice would you give to the decision 
makers?
■ Keep the building in this neighborhood.

■ Not a “mega-school”

■ Decisions need to be made based on today’s and future (15 
yrs.) learners.

■ Make decisions that can help families get out of the cycle of 
poverty.

■ Build trust.

■ Identify the biggest critics and get some on board.

■ Build on site – consider vacant streets.

■ Community school is more important than bells and 
whistles.

■ Consider technology of the future – online learning.

■ Be honest in the options.

■ If we add on, consider build up

■ Lets keep it positive for the kids.
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What advice would you give to the decision 
makers?
■ Ask the kids what they like and need.

■ Transportation and busing is a concern.

■ What about walking?

■ Past referendums created lack of trust – it was not 

transparent.

■ Community won’t support too big of a plan.

■ School has been on the chopping block – nobody cared –

the lack of investment has lead to this.

■ Past decisions that repurposed old buildings not as 

schools and Forestview have created lack of trust.

■ Friendships and relationships were built in old schools –

don’t lose the neighborhoods.

■ Can’t compare where we are going with what has 

happened in the past.  
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What advice would you give to the decision 
makers?
■ Want family feel and small class sizes

■ Define trust – unpack as what we want vs. what we need –
lost or gained based on needs/wants

■ Reality that nostalgia should be weighed with education 
needs

■ School size, class size and school environment are working 
here for kids

■ Look at scientific research and this school’s success.

■ Consider success of kids in this school.

■ Schools should not differ so much across the District.

■ Look at the needs of kids from all backgrounds and 
abilities.

■ Look at equity of resources between schools - technology, 
gym size and air quality.

■ Bigger buildings have more efficiency.
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What advice would you give to the decision 
makers?
■ Can’t afford another failed referendum

■ Small schools cost more.

■ New 500 student building on site

■ Build trust

■ If our only option is to build new, prove to voters it is 

necessary by costs, analysis and facts. 

■ What is the contingency plan if the referendum fails?

■ What are the plans for FF & E?
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